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Introduction
Seasonal influenza epidemics remain a major public health concern, resulting in 250,000 to 24 500,000 deaths per year [1] . Human influenza A evolution is characterized by rapid evolution yet 25 limited extant genetic diversity at any point in time -resulting in a characteristic single trunk 26 phylogeny [2, 3] . At the molecular level, antigenic drift is mainly determined by mutations in two 27 viral segments encoding for surface proteins hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA), 28 which are in direct contact with the host's immune system [4, 5] . Hemagglutination inhibition 29 (HI) assays provide an empirical representation of antigenic drift by measuring differential 30 antibody neutralizing responses across a panel of viruses. Antigenic maps built from HI data 31 reveal a punctuated evolutionary pattern, with periods of relative stasis (defining antigenic 32 clusters) followed by selective sweeps by antigenically novel strains (cluster jumps) [3] . The 33 linearity of these antigenic maps suggests that antigenic evolution is highly constrained, with 34 successful new viruses being near optimal at maximizing their antigenic distance from past 35 strains. One crucial standing question is then the extent to which antigenic evolution is 36 fundamentally predictable, or if antigenic evolution takes place on a much higher dimensional 37 antigenic space with multiple possible trajectories. Here we address these questions using 38 machine learning methods to predict antigenic distances from differences in physiochemical 39 properties in influenza HA1 sequences. The genotype to phenotype (GP) map thus formulated 40 for influenza antigenicity can reproduce the observed features of the antigenic evolution of 41 influenza A/H3N2 viruses and accurately predicts the antigenic novelty of viruses one year 42 ahead. By coupling our GP map with a molecular evolution algorithm, we unveil how HA1 as a 43 whole has evolved near neutrally whilst epitope sites have undergone strong positive selection 44 and give insights into the predictability of flu antigenic evolution. Our results suggest that 45 4 influenza's observed evolutionary pathway is but one of many plausible trajectories, with 46 mutations in antigenically relevant sites generating a breadth of antigenically novel viruses later 47 subject to epidemiological selection pressures that limit the observed viral diversity. 48 49 Modelling studies have generated competing hypotheses about the key evolutionary and 50 epidemiological determinants of observed influenza A evolutionary patterns [6] [7] [8] [9] One important question where existing models differ is the extent to which antigenic evolution is 59 fundamentally predictable [10,11] -or even deterministic [10] -or if the space of possible 60 trajectories is much higher dimensional, with but one realized trajectory (e.g. due to stochasticity 61 [7] or pruning of alternative lineages [6] ). In a more narrow sense, recent studies have put 62 forward algorithmic predictions of which genetic variants of an emerging viral set [12, 13] will 63 come to dominate circulating viruses in the next year or two (and thus be suitable vaccine 64 candidate strains). However, predicting the antigenic properties of previously unseen strains 65 multiple years ahead remains an open challenge. Whether or not it's possible to predict de novo 66 which strains will emerge in the future ahead of their identification at even low frequency is 67 5 completely unclear; the answer fundamentally depends on the extent to which influenza 68 evolution is deterministic. 69 Here we address these questions using machine learning methods to predict the expected 70 antigenic distance between two influenza A/H3N2 viruses given the differences in 71 physiochemical properties across their respective HA1 sequences. We focused on HA1 since it 72 appears particularly relevant for viral antigenic evolution, being the principal target of antibody 73 mediated immunity [14, 15] and containing several empirically established antigenic sites 74 [16, 17] .
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Results
76
Genotype to Phenotype Map 77 The HI assay outputs a viral titer which indicates the number of times the sera needed to be 78 diluted for hemagglutination of the antigen and red blood cells to occur [18] . This suggests that 79 there are electrostatic interactions between antigen and antibodies which are disrupted when the 80 serum is too diluted. We thus postulated that physiochemical property differences between the 81 amino acid sequences of a given antigen/serum pair can serve as a proxy for the antigenic 82 distances observed in HI assays, thus formalizing a genotype-to-phenotype (GP) map. To do so, 83 we implemented a machine learning algorithm that was informed on how differences in 54 84 distinct physiochemical properties relate to empirical HI titre measurements -more detailed 85 description of this method can be found in S1 Text). Out of those 54 properties, a subset of 7 (α 86 helix, β sheet, β turn, bulkiness, coil, polarity and hydrophobicity) emerged as the most relevant 87 in explaining the observed phenotype, with polarity and hydrophobicity being the most 88 significant. S1 Figure clearly shows that differences in hydrophobicity and polarity found in 89 6 HA1 have a very high degree of concordance with genetic distances across influenza H3 viral 90 sequences collected over time as well as historic antigenic maps [3] . By using vectors of amino 91 acid hydrophobicity and polarity rather than the actual amino acid sequences, we allow the 92 resulting GP map to be used to predict the antigenic characteristics of novel influenza strains 93 with previously unseen amino acid polymorphisms. We constructed the GP map using historic 94 HI data [3] and corresponding HA1 sequences (S1 Table) , by training a Random Forest 95 Algorithm (RFA) to learn the expected antigenic distances between two viruses (measured in 96 integer 2-fold dilutions given by the HI assays) given the differences in amino acid polarity and 97 hydrophobicity across their respective viral sequences. The resulting classifier is able to predict 98 the measured antigenic distances exactly for ~90% of the antigen/serum pairs ( Figure 1A ) and 99 successfully reproduces the antigenic map of the H3N2 subtype ( Figure 1B ). antigenic distances for viruses appearing one year into the future are very similar to the measured 140 distances (>75% having an error of ±1 log-2 unit of antigenic distance or less), as might be 141 expected given antigenic variation is quite limited within the same antigenic cluster (for 142 reference, the mean antigenic distance between viruses in adjacent clusters is 4.46 (±1.3)). The 143 following year saw a cluster transition (WU95→SY97), which reduced predictive accuracy 144 somewhat since cluster transitions are typically associated with the fixation of previously 145 unrecorded alleles [11, 19] , meaning the RFA is potentially blinded to the significance of 146 mutations in those amino acids. Hence, while just under 70% of predicted distances are within 1 147 log-2 unit of the observed antigenic distance when looking 2 to 8 years into the future, a small 148 proportion of observations have higher prediction errors associated with them, and this 149 proportion increases slowly the further ahead one tries to predict. However, our GP map can 150 predict the qualitative pattern of antigenic evolution even across two antigenic cluster jumps 151 (S2C Figure) . 154 The biological plausibility of our approach can be investigated by comparing the amino-acid 155 positions in HA1 which the RFA identifies as significant in predicting antigenicity, with those of 156 known epitopes ( Figure 3 ). We find that the set of significant positions identified by the RFA as 157 antigenically relevant, maps closely onto HA1 sites with the highest ratio of non-synonymous to 158 synonymous mutations, with most lying in epitopes (the 25 amino acid positions with the highest 159 significance are listed in S3 Table) , providing an improved view of the physio-chemical 160 constraints at play in influenza antigenic evolution [20] . Furthermore, we uncover a significant 161 amount of antigenically relevant interactions in H3 hemagglutinin, as suggested previously 162 11 [21, 22] . We show that the importance of many amino acid positions depends on the time frame 197 Having demonstrated that it is possible to predict the antigenic characteristics of new H3N2 14 -immunological selection pressure, forcing new viruses to accrue physio-chemical 212 differences relative to circulating ones ("antigenic filtering").
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-seeding effects, with apparent "canalization" of antigenic and genetic evolutionary 214 trajectories resulting from the expansion of a single viral lineage in a susceptible 215 population ("seeding").
216
-All the above. 217 Here, we consider how such constraints shape the joint genetic/antigenic evolution of H3 and 218 how they translate into the possible evolutionary trajectories the virus might follow. We try to 219 investigate these effects independently to address their significance in recovering the observed 220 antigenic maps, specifically trying to reproduce cluster jumps. To do so we use a genetic 221 simulator algorithm coupled with a GP map and compare the predicted antigenic distances 222 between simulated viruses and both the ancestral strain and sampled viruses belonging to the 223 following antigenic cluster. In our genetic simulator we explore 3 molecular evolutionary We first compare the accuracy of the GP map obtained when including all sites in the training set 234 with that of the antigenic maps resulting from antigenic distances predicted by RFAs trained 235 exclusively on the two limited sets of sites listed above. The 25-site RFA model performed 236 comparably to the generalized model in reproducing the training set and in terms of predictive 237 accuracy unlike the 7-site model that, while broadly capturing cluster transitions, was 238 substantially poorer at reproducing the precise size and shape of antigenic clusters (S8 Figure) . 239 Thus, while 7-site may be sufficient to explain much about cluster transitions, our analysis 240 suggests that more sites contribute to the fine detail of antigenic variation within clusters, and 241 consequently, finer level antigenic novelty leading to antigenic cluster transitions. 242 To ascertain the validity of our joint GP map and molecular sequence generating tool, we ones, we can see that only a minority of the antigenically plausible sequences are genetically 253 very similar to the observed FU02 antigenic cluster (S10 Figure) . 254 It then seems that "antigenic filtering" alone cannot reconcile genetic and antigenic H3 255 evolution, so we next examine what roles "plasticity" and "seeding" might have. To do so, we 256 16 compare how the expected mean antigenic distance of simulated n-point mutants to their 257 ancestral strain, and between themselves fits with those observed in the empirical data. We 258 introduce "plasticity", "antigenic filtering", and "seeding" effects sequentially, thus always 259 limiting the physio-chemical plasticity of each HA1 site and stacking the other effects in 260 succession. We start with a strain in the SY97 cluster as the ancestor (see S6 Figure for another 261 starting point) and train the RFA only on strains from SY97 and earlier clusters. Figure 4A   262 illustrates how the predicted antigenic distance between simulated viruses with a specific number 263 of mutations to the ancestral strain compares with the predicted antigenic distance between pairs 264 of equally evolved simulated viruses (with same number of mutation to the ancestral). The mean 265 antigenic distance between simulated viruses is consistently larger than their respective antigenic 266 distances to the common ancestor if no "antigenic filtering" is imposed, i.e. in the absence of 267 immune pressure. When antigenic selection is introduced ( Figure 4B) , the simulated viruses 268 somewhat converge antigenically, being, on average, more similar to each other than to viruses 269 in the ancestral cluster. This effect is more a consequence of the forced increase in the mean 270 antigenic distance between simulated viruses and their ancestor resulting from the immune 271 selection filter (S11 Figure) than a true antigenic convergence, since there isn't a significant 272 decrease in the pairwise antigenic differences between simulated viruses. This would suggest 273 that selection for antigenic novelty could result in any one of many antigenically distinct viral 274 lineages. Whilst these results are clear for both the generalized and 25-site models, they are 275 much less so for the 7-site model (S11 Figure) When we simulate a gradual evolutionary process akin to what has been proposed previously 298 [25] [26] [27] , with multiple related lineages co-circulating globally with occasional expansion of one 299 of those lineages in temperate locations following migration, here termed 'seeding', we observed 300 much stronger antigenic convergence. Quite strikingly, the mean predicted antigenic distance 301 between simulated viruses only matches the observed mean difference among FU02 cluster 302 samples when this stepwise process was implemented ( Figures 4B, S8 ). 304 If 'seeding' is indeed a critical process, we need to better characterize which viruses can serve as 305 seeds to a cluster jump. We found that any one of the intermediate simulated viruses resulting 306 from the second mutational step could seed an antigenic cluster which would look nearly 307 identical to the FU02 cluster on an antigenic map ( Figure 4C ). This is not an indication of the 308 similarity of this simulated cluster with the FU02 cluster but rather a reflection of how the 309 geometry of antigenic maps is mainly determined by large antigenic distances between observed 310 viruses and their antisera. The similar antigenic map location of the observed FU02 cluster and 311 several simulated clusters (we only show a representative one) is solely a result of those clusters 312 sharing the same distance to their ancestor. If two new lineages were to emerge simultaneously, 313 the resulting map would show substantial antigenic separation between them ( Figure 4D ). We 314 19 find that the accuracy of the 2-dimensional map when reproducing pairwise distances between 315 antigen and sera substantially worsens when mapping multiple simulated antigenically divergent 316 clusters of viruses, with a 3-dimensional representation being preferred ( Figure 4E ). The 317 adequacy of a 2-dimensional representation thus results from the single lineage seen in H3N2 318 HA evolution, rather than necessarily being the fundamental underlying dimensionality of the 319 antigenic shape space which influenza evolution explores [28] -S12 Figure. Figure 5 ). We can identify specific mutations generating pitchforks in the antigenic trajectory 343 followed by simulated viruses -see S1 text for more details. From the set of 6-14 positions 344 highlighted as significant to explain antigenic lineage segregation, there is consistently at least 345 one that has previously been identified (19) as a cluster jump determining mutation -S13 Figure. However, the predictability of phenotype from genotype [11, 13, 23, 29] does not imply influenza 355 evolution is fundamentally predictable with a narrow set of possible antigenic trajectories the 356 virus can undertake at a point in time. In contrast, our analysis suggests that influenza's observed 357 evolutionary pathway is but one of a limited set of antigenic trajectories, with mutations in 358 antigenically relevant sites (particularly HA1 epitopes, but not exclusively) generating a breadth 359 of antigenically novel viruses later subject to epidemiological selection pressures which limit 360 overall viral diversity [6, 10, 27] . We conclude that selection for immune escape does not tightly 361 constrain influenza's antigenic evolutionary trajectory but rather that epidemiological selection 362 (with marked winter epidemics and summer bottlenecks) coupled with strong seeding effects 363 22 (largely determined by the existing intense global mobility network) determine the observed 364 antigenic trajectory. For all the counterfactual antigenic trajectories to be observed, a much more 365 intense and constant sampling effort would be required. 366 Clearly there are limitations to the use of GP maps, in that they can only be trained on what has 367 been observed. While we partially mitigated this limitation by training our RFA model on 368 changes in physiochemical properties of HA amino-acids rather than the amino-acid sequences 369 directly, mechanistic models predicting the conformation and antigenicity of HA from its 370 sequence would clearly be preferable. However, these remain a long-term goal. Our work 371 indicates that machine-learning derived GP maps, coupled with judicious animal studies [23], are 372 now able to give substantial scientific insight into the phenotypic evolution of influenza viruses 373 as well of being of practical benefit in enhancing virological surveillance. 
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Predicting cluster jumps and implications for vaccine updates
